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MOLDING PROFILES & 
SPECIFICATION SHEET

T-Molding
72” • 10pc/ct

Multipurpose Reducer
72” • 10pc/ct

Overlap Stair Nose
94” • 5pc/ct

Qtr Round
94” • 10pc/ct Finishes the perimeter of the floor. Should not be affixed to the vertical 

surface an not affixed to the flooring itself.

Snap Trak 
(Packed with each molding)

Position track 3/16” away from resilient vinyl floor. Screw track to subfloor. 
Snap molding onto track. Track in adjustable from 3.8mm to 5.2mm thick 
vinyl flooring.

Additional Info:
Simple SnapTrack Installation: Same concept as Laminate flooring moldings used with Stairnosing, T-Molding and 
Multipurpose Reducer.
Adjustable: Stair Nosing, Multipurpose Reducer and T-Molding utilize a metal track which allows one sku to work with 
thicknesses of vinyl from 3.0mm – 5.2mm.
Matched Molding: The same décor vinyl and wear layer that is used for the flooring is used for the molding. 
Warranty: The same wear layer is used as with the flooring which will allow the moldings to wear just as long as the 
coordinating flooring.   

Vinyl Molding  
  

 
  
  
  
  Overlap Stairnose is 94” long.  Existing tread bullnose must be cut off.                
  

 
  

                                                                  
                                                                                     
                                                            
                                                                                            
                                          
  

                                            

T - Molding   is 72” long and transitions different types of flooring of the  same height .  For  
example,  vinyl   to vinyl.              

                                                 

Multi p urpose Reducer   is 72”   long  and transitions flooring of   different heights.    
For example, from carpet to vinyl.                   

            
  
               
  
  

  
    

Quarter Round   is 94” and finishes the perimeter of the floor.  Please take notice the  Q uarter  
R ound should be affixed to the  vertic al  surface and not affixed to the flooring itself.   
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  Snap Trak (Packed with each molding)

• Position track 3/16” away from resilient vinyl floor

• Screw track to subfloor

• Snap molding onto track

• Track is adjustable from 3.8mm to 5.2mm thick vinyl flooring.

Vinyl Molding 

100% WATERPROOF! No buckling or bowing from water spills or moisture issues.  

Types: 94” Stairnosing, 94” Quarter Round, 72” T-Molding and 72” Multipurpose 
reducers are available.   

Simple SnapTrack Installation: Same concept as Laminate flooring moldings used 
with Stairnosing, T-Molding and Multipurpose Reducer.  

Adjustable: Stairnosing, Multipurpose Reducer and T-Molding utilize a metal track 
which allows one sku to work with thicknesses of vinyl from 3.0mm – 5.2mm.

Coordinating: While we call this program “Coordinating”, the moldings are designed 
to match the Vinyl Flooring.  The same décor vinyl and wear layer that is used for 
the flooring is used for the molding.

Warranty: The same wear layer is used as with the flooring which will allow the 
moldings to wear just as long as the coordinating flooring.    
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